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Paul Hendrickson
Hemingway’s Boat: Everything He Loved in Life, and Lost, 1934–1961. New York:
Knopf, 2011. viii + 532 pp. (Cloth US$30.00)

This is an unusual and fascinating book—not quite biography, but rather “an
interpretation, an evocation, with other lives streaming in” (p. 472). It ranges
selectively throughHemingway’s life, mainly focusing on the last twenty-seven
years. In a boldly successful move, it uses Pilar, the boat Hemingway bought in
1934, which he so loved, as a lynch-pin—a way into his relationships, his con-
tradictions, his values, strengths and failings, and final spiral of disintegration.
Hemingway’s Boat explores the complex of ideas raised by its subject-matter—
ideas of “fishing, friendship, and fatherhood, and love of water, and what it
means to be masculine in our culture, and the notion of being boat-struck …
and how the deep good in us is often matched only by the perverse bad in us,
and—not least—about the damnable way our demons seem to end up follow-
ing us, even or especially when we think we’ve escaped them” (p. 13).
Hendrickson starts with a 2005 visit to Cuba, with Pilar, “like some old and

gasping browned-out whale” (p. 7), up on blocks in the grounds of the Finca
Vigía, Hemingway’s main home from 1939 to 1960. (In 1959, Hemingway would
say that he “thought of himself as a true Cuban,” and kiss the national flag
[p. 460]). He then goes back to trace the history of her purchase, the uses to
which Hemingway put her, the people who sailed her, and her meaning in
Hemingway’s life. Hendrickson’s prologue lets us know immediately that this
is not to be a standard biography with a distanced and objective author. He
is, rather, an active presence throughout the book, prompting readers with his
own thoughts, feelings, and speculations. And while he never spares Heming-
way, being crystal clear about the bad as well as the good in him, his attitude is
sympathetic—depicting a “kind and good man” (the words come from Across
the River and into the Trees) who “seemed to wish always to betray, sabotage”
his deepest self (p. 356). Even as he recognizes the dangers of the move from
fiction to biography, the judgment is allowed to stand.
The book is superbly researched and beautifully written, moving between

short italicized, almost novelistic, prologues to a fuller exposition of each of
its particular sections. Hendrickson has trawled through a wide variety of
archives and documents (“letters … photographs … tinny wire recordings con-
verted to audio recordings” [p. 472]) for hismaterial. He knows theHemingway
criticism—despite his scepticism about much of it (p. 13). But his key achieve-
ment has been to hunt down those who sailed with Hemingway (or their
descendants), to tease out their stories, their versions of him. He makes good
use, too, of books written by Hemingway family members, and other personal
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testimonies, too often passed over. The portrait of Hemingway that emerges
has, consequently, unusual depth and texture, illustrating a particularly com-
plex man whose destructiveness in relationships frequently overwhelmed the
sensitivity, care, and generosity that also characterized him.
The germ of the book lies in Hendrickson’s chance meeting with Leices-

ter Hemingway (Ernest’s younger brother) in 1980 and his Washington Post
interviews with Hemingway’s three sons in 1987. His exploration of Heming-
way’s relationshipwith twomen in particular covers new or previously ignored
ground. Arnold Samuelson (“Maestro” inHemingway’s nick-name for him)was
a younghobo /would-bewriter,who turnedupatHemingway’sKeyWest house
in May 1934 and was given a job on the Pilar—an eighteen-month period that
affected thewhole future trajectory of his life. Hendrickson givesArnold’smini-
biography, usingWithHemingway, thememoir published after his death, to add
to Hemingway’s own story. The frustrations and eccentricities of Arnold’s post-
Hemingway life lead him to a judgment that applies to Hemingway too: “Any
person’s existence is a novel of riddles within riddles” (p. 130). Walter Houk’s
story is a happier one. Hendrickson finds Houk, “an authentic living Heming-
way witness,” more or less by “blind luck” (p. 303). A young American diplomat
in Havana in the early 1950s, Walter was in love with Hemingway’s part-time
American assistant. His story of Hemingway’s generosity and graciousness (he
and his wife Mary hosted the couple’s wedding reception at the Finca Vigía)
serves as some corrective to the boorishness, insensitivity, and emotional vio-
lence of which he was also all too capable at the time. Houk’s verdict that “We
should not allow [Hemingway’s] faults to overshadow the accomplishments”
(p. 303) is one Hendrickson shares.
Hemingway’s faults, his inability—whatever his better intentions—to give

the right kind of support to those close to him, emergemost clearly in the story
of Gregory (Gigi), his youngest son. This final section of the book threatens, in
itsmoving intensity, to hijack all that has come before. Gregory’s long history of
transvestism resulted in a fractious relationship with his father. Both may have
played some unwitting part in the sudden death of Hemingway’s second wife,
Pauline, which followed Gregory’s arrest for entering a women’s rest room in
drag, and—in consequence—a violent telephone argument between Pauline
and Ernest. Hemingway’s contempt for his son was, however, one part of much
more complicated feelings, not just genuine concern but also, most probably, a
recognition of the chord Gregory’s transgressive activities struck with his own
sexual identity. To read about the relationship, and Gregory’s death in 2001, is
to feel only pity and sadness. As Hendrickson writes elsewhere in the book,
such are “The terrible things we do and hand to our children wittingly and
unwittingly” (p. 129).
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This is a powerful and moving book. Due to space constraints, other topics
must go unexamined, particularly the big-game fishing for which Pilar was
mainly used. Hemingway’s imagination was deeply nostalgic for a previously
unspoiledAmerican environment, and Pilar stood in part not for an impossible
going further back but for a “go[ing] further out” (Hemingway spoke of wanting
“to wash myself out clean with the Gulf Stream”) (pp. 244, 288). But by the end
of his life even this avenue had closed to him. Only suicide was left.
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